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1 These submissions are in response to Chapter 3.2 of the submissions of Counsel 

Assisting the Commission (CA Submissions). 

2 Counsel Assisting the Commission has submitted that when Bob Kernohan said to Mr 

Shorten, and others, that nothing having been done about the recovery of 

redundancy payments,1 Mr Shorten told Mr Kernohan in essence not to take it any 

further and that “we are all just moving on”.2 

3 Mr Shorten has deposed that he has no recollection of attending a meeting or having 

a conversation with Mr Kernohan about these matters, and that he does not believe 

he made comments of the kind attributed to him by Mr Kernohan.3  One of the other 

persons whom Mr Kernohan says was present at the time, Sam Beechey, has 

deposed that: 

Mr Kernohan did not ever have a discussion with Ashley Cox, Bill Shorten and 

myself, whether in the passageway outside of the general office area of the 

AWU in 1996, or at all, in which Bill Shorten said any of the things which 

Mr Kernohan has attributed to him.4 

Mr Beechey’s affidavit, dated 21 November 2014, is attached marked “Annexure A”. 

4 On the whole of the evidence the Commission should not prefer the evidence of 

Mr Kernohan.5  The alleged conversation is said to have occurred 18 years ago6 and 

the well-known statement of McClelland CJ in Eq in Watson v Foxman7 regarding the 

fallibility of human memory of what was said in a conversation applies.  The allegation 

of Counsel Assisting is of a kind that requires this Commission to be “reasonably 

satisfied”. In our respectful submission Commission should not be so satisfied.   
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